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Conscience of a Hacker
(also known as The Hacker
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pseudonym) of The Mentor
(born Loyd Blankenship),
who belonged to the 2nd
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"security hacker", someone
who, with their technical
knowledge, uses bugs or
exploits to break into
computer systems. Thu, 17
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Tau Manifesto is dedicated
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in
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the
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... - A nu se confunda cu
cracker. Un hacker este un
expert Ã®n informaticÄƒ,
care se ocupÄƒ cu studiul
Ã®n
profunzime
al
programelor
informatice
(sisteme
de
operare,
aplicaÈ›ii), adesea folosind
tehnici
de
inginerie
inversÄƒ (demontare), cu
scopul de a obÈ›ine
cunoÈ™tinÈ›e care nu sunt
accesibile publicului larg.
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â€” WikipÃ©dia - The
tricks and scripts work
unless the exploit has been

patched. You may have to
dig
through
some
non-hacking articles. But
for the volume of technical
tricks
and
resources
youâ€™ll find there itâ€™s
deserving of a mention.
The 6 Best Websites to
Learn How to Hack Like a
Pro
TheINQUIRER
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daily
news,
reviews on the latest
gadgets and devices, and
INQdepth articles for tech
buffs and hobbyists.
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tech buffs -
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